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Abstract—Due to rapid and advanced technology, home 

automation has gained popularity, making daily life easier. 

Digitalization and automation have encompassed a wide range of 

activities and industries. IoT will make home automation more 

affordable and appealing. With IoT-enabled remote appliance 

control, smart home automation should improve living 

standards. A home gateway configures smart, multimedia, and 

home networks for IoT devices. Safety of life and property is 

essential to human fulfilment. Automating homes and using 

related apps have increased the ease, comfort, security, and 

safety of living in one. Home automation systems have motion 

detection capabilities and surveillance features to enhance home 

security. The logic of avoiding excessive or fraudulent 

notifications remains difficult. Using intelligent response and 

monitoring mechanisms improves the efficiency of smart home 

automation. This study introduces a smart home automation 

system designed to control household devices, monitor 

environmental conditions, and identify unauthorized entry inside 

the smart home network and its immediate surrounding area. A 

smart home network design and configuration that enables 

secure IoT services with an Access Control List (ACL) for home 

networks. The research aims to design a robust authentication 

scheme for guaranteed secure communication in a smart home 

environment. Implementing a Next Generation Access Control 

(NGAC) technique serves with Telnet, SSH, IPSec and VPN to 

detect unauthorized access and mitigate security issues. The 

efficacy of the suggested design and configuration is validated 

using a simulation, demonstrating a notable performance in the 

context of enhanced security measures. 

Keywords—Smart home automation; Internet of Things; 

security and privacy; ACL; IPSec; VPN 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The fast expansion of the IoT has made us increasingly 
vulnerable to attacks that exploit vulnerabilities in IoT 
resources such as data and actuators. The implementation of 
access control, which delineates the authorization of 
individuals to access objects under specific conditions, has 
been acknowledged as a viable approach to tackle this concern. 
The incidence of home-based criminal activities, such as theft 
and burglary, has shown an upward trend yearly. Several South 
African homes were assaulted and robbed despite the 
lockdown and stay-at-home order [1]. Smart homes are 
appealing targets for hackers due to user technical ignorance, 
unsecured IoT devices, insufficient settings, poor control 
implementation, and high digital asset values. The IoT sector is 
predicted to reach 48 billion linked devices by 2023 after 
exponential growth [2]. Every day, hacks exploit these 
vulnerabilities with substantial potential impact. Gaining 
unauthorized access to particular gadgets could overhear 

private conversations within a house [3]. In addition, malicious 
users get unauthorized access to the control unit of a smart 
home network to cause serious accidents [4]. Access control, 
which specifies explicitly or implicitly who (i.e., subjects) can 
access what resources (i.e., objects) and under what conditions, 
has been identified as an effective method for preventing 
unauthorized access [5]. Consequently, our research 
concentrates on the issue of access control in the IoT. Fig. 1 
depicts a sample smart home that uses several services 
connected via the IoT. 

 

Fig. 1. An overview of a conventional smart home. 

The challenges associated with the requirements and 
limitations of interconnected "things" encompass various 
aspects. These include the challenge of establishing 
connectivity for a vast number of devices to communicate with 
each other effectively. According to a Gartner report, 20% of 
organizations have experienced at least one IoT attack in the 
last three years [6]. It is imperative to safeguard these networks 
from external aggression and being manipulated and utilized as 
tools for launching attacks, as the Mirai botnet exemplifies 
[7,8]. Controlling smart devices has become a significant 
concern as the smart home ecosystem grows. Access control 
technology in the IoT ensures safe administrative operations 
over smart home devices to address this issue. It is becoming 
clear that smart homes should have access control. Smart home 
terminals and users interact, creating complicated access 
control system needs that must be carefully considered. 
According to [9 – 11], smart home systems are usually 
intended for only a few users and sometimes lack primary 
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access management. According to study [12], Samsung 
SmartThings offers one permission level for all users and no 
access control restrictions. Thus, access control needs careful 
consideration of a complicated design space rather than just 
designing an interconnected system. Considering user 
perceptions while solving access control challenges is 
especially important for a smart home system. This research 
aims to examine the design of an access control system for IoT 
Smart Home Systems through the utilization of a user survey. 

The main contribution of this research is a proposed and 
verified Next Generation Access Control (NGAC) list-based 
smart home security system architecture. Decentralized access 
control and multi-agent systems underpin the approach. 

Create a web-server-based smart home automation system 
to manage and monitor household appliances and 
environmental factors. 

Implements the proposed system in a simulated secure 
smart home and assesses its viability in providing specified 
functionality and features. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The problem 
statements are presented in Section II. Section III discusses the 
main research background. Section IV discusses the primary 
security concerns in IoT and the security challenges at each 
layer of the IoT architecture while Section V provides the 
proposed system. Section VI provides an implementation of the 
proposed network design and configuration. Finally, Section 
VII analyses the research results, and Section VIII concludes 
with future work on the findings. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENTS 

Implementing the traditional access control concept in 
smart homes may need to be more practical. Children should 
get greater control over IoT devices as they become older. This 
variety of authority is challenging in access networks, which 
limit permissions by role and must renegotiate kid roles. Some 
models assume a single user, whereas the system is used in 
homes with many family members [13]. In a typical household, 
parents and children may demand complete gadget control. 
When guests arrive, wireless routers and TVs must be 
accessible. Overall, house sharing requires flexible user access 
management. In such circumstances, distinct user groups need 
access privileges based on time, location, and other criteria. 
Therefore, a new access control method must accommodate 
multi-user, multi-device SHS and changing usage situations 
[14 – 16]. 

Another major problem is that SHS apps scarcely imply a 
fine-grained access control mechanism for end users. The 
"fine-grained" means the access control system must modify 
the policy to describe numerous situations. In smart homes, 
access control rules may be role-based, time-based, location-
based, per person, and device [17]. 

Thus, present access control mechanisms scarcely hint at an 
end-user-tested system. This project will employ a user study 
to create an IoT SHS access control system. 

III. RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

The smart home automation research field has seen 
remarkable development, creativity, experimentation, and 
application of its findings. As a result, smart home automation 
systems can now provide additional services in addition to the 
standard home management and environmental monitoring 
functions with technological advancements. Security 
specialists have conducted substantial studies on the IoT in 
smart homes, specifically identifying security and privacy 
issues. In addition, scholars have worked on analyses of IoT 
frameworks to evaluate the security risks and associated design 
concerns. Access control is widely recognized as a crucial 
security feature within the IoT and has garnered substantial 
attention in academic research [18 – 20]. 

The utmost priority is ensuring safety and security within 
residential and commercial premises. Incorporating security 
and access control systems into a building automation 
framework offers optimal security measures, enhancing user 
comfort and lifestyle. Intelligent solutions enable the remote 
management and control of alarm systems, access control 
mechanisms, lighting systems, and surveillance cameras 
through the utilization of mobile devices such as smartphones 
facilitated by dedicated applications. The proliferation of smart 
technology is attributed to the need to mitigate the growing 
threat of burglary and accidents. The demand for remote 
monitoring and management of home status has emerged as a 
significant concern due to the prevalent busy lifestyles of 
individuals [21, 22]. 

The integration of technology and the level of complexity 
involved in their respective setups differ, as do the advantages 
and disadvantages related to intricacy, expenses, performance, 
and other factors. The IoT is crucial in integrating security 
mechanisms inside intelligent infrastructures. Traditional 
security systems typically consist of an activated alarm 
mechanism that emits a loud sound in response to an 
unauthorized intrusion. A sophisticated security system serves 
a broader range of functions beyond its primary purpose. It can 
promptly notify the owners through an SMS alert on their 
mobile devices [23]. 

Additionally, the owners can remotely activate and 
deactivate the alarm system using a smartphone application. 
With time, a multitude of technologies have been employed in 
the development of intelligent security systems. One 
illustrative instance pertains to Bluetooth-based automation, 
which exhibits affordability, expeditiousness, and ease of 
installation [24]. However, it is important to note that this 
technology is constrained by its restricted range, primarily 
suitable for short distances. Zigbee is a wireless mesh network 
standard that has been specifically developed to cater to the 
needs of low-cost and energy-efficient wireless control and 
monitoring applications, particularly those involving battery-
powered devices. Nevertheless, the technology in question 
exhibits suboptimal data speed, transmission capacity, and 
network reliability while incurring a significant maintenance 
expense [25]. 
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Fig. 2. Access control architecture. 

Implementing access control is paramount in facilitating 
access privileges to both users and devices in the context of 
network connectivity, including IoT devices. The access 
control process often encompasses many functions, including 
authentication, access control, audit, policy management, and 
administration, as seen in Fig. 2. The authentication function 
serves the purpose of verifying the identification of a user, 
process, or device. The access control function is responsible 
for authorizing or denying particular requests made by a 
person, process, or device to get access to resources. Access 
control policies are comprehensive guidelines outlining access 
management's fundamental criteria and determining authorized 
individuals who may get information contingent upon certain 
conditions. The access control process encompasses an 
administrative function that involves creating, provisioning, 
and efficient management of various users, groups, roles, 
devices, and policies. The audit function serves the purpose of 
conducting an impartial evaluation and analysis of records and 
activities to evaluate the effectiveness of access control 
measures and verify adherence to defined policies and 
operational processes. The process of authorization occurs after 
the completion of authentication. Authorization is intrinsically 
linked with authorization policies to ascertain the accessibility 
of resources or services for a user or device [3, 5, 15, 20, 26]. 

The IoT technology enables the interconnection and remote 
monitoring of equipment through the Internet. IoT has become 
employed in smart homes, telemedicine, industrial settings, and 
more. IoT-integrated wireless sensor network technologies 
connect smart devices with sophisticated functions globally. 
Intelligent home technology relies on a wireless home 
automation network comprising networked sensors and 
actuators that share resources. A significant advantage is 
monitoring and operating home automation systems from 
various devices—smartwatches, smartphones, tablets, 
computers, and voice assistants. Home automation systems 
have many benefits, such as making the house more secure 
through automated door locks and lighting controls, more 
awareness through security cameras, and more convenience 
through the ability to adjust the temperature, saving time, 
empowering users, and reducing costs. Still, only some people 
using a home network think about the necessity of proper 
security measures. To prevent unwanted access to their home 
gateway, many users still utilize the bare minimum of home 
network security measures, such as establishing a password 
that is easy to guess. Developing suitable authorization and 
authentication systems is crucial in addressing privacy and 
security concerns in IoT devices with limited resources [27]. 

TABLE I.  EXISTING RESEARCH ON ACCESS CONTROL LIST (ACL)-
BASED SMART HOME SECURITY SYSTEMS 

Ref. Key Focus Methodology Findings 

3 

Analyzes various access 

control models for smart 
homes, including ACLs, 

RBAC, and ABAC. 

Literature 

review and 

analysis 

Highlights limitations 

of ACLs for dynamic 
and personalized access 

control in smart homes. 

5 

Proposes a multi-agent 
reinforcement learning 

approach for dynamic 

access control in smart 
homes using ACLs. 

Simulation 

and 

experiments 

Demonstrates improved 

security and scalability 
compared to static 

ACLs. 

8 

Investigates context-

aware ACLs for adaptive 

access control in smart 
homes based on user 

behavior and 

environmental factors. 

Prototype 

development 
and 

evaluation 

Shows increased 

security and user 
convenience with 

context-aware ACLs. 

18 

Explores homomorphic 

encryption to enable 

secure and privacy-

preserving access control 

in smart homes with 

ACLs. 

Theoretical 

analysis and 

prototype 

demonstration 

Offers privacy 
protection for user and 

device data while 

enforcing access 
control through ACLs. 

20 

Utilizes federated 
learning to improve 

anomaly detection and 
access control accuracy 

in smart homes, using 

ACLs for access 
enforcement. 

Simulation 
and practical 

testing 

Demonstrates enhanced 

security and anomaly 
detection accuracy 

through federated 

learning with ACLs. 

There is a higher demand for information network 
confidentiality from small and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs) due to the high cost of professional information 
security technology and equipment provided by network 
protection companies. However, by using Access Control lists 
(ACL) technology as an independent security technology of 
network security management requirements in terms of design, 
focus on the router using ACL technology to protect sensitive 
data. The implementation process involves establishing a 
central command and determining the specific testing 
network's requirements. This should lead to a more intuitive 
and efficient implementation of ACL network protection in 
SMEs [28 – 31]. 

We aim to present a robust, unified smart home automation 
framework utilizing an Access Control List (ACL) setup. Our 
network setup enables all home network segments to access 
external networks with our configuration. However, only 
approved IoT clients can contact the IoT server from the home 
network or other networks. Simultaneously, the remaining 
components of the home network, excluding the IoT devices, 
are systematically safeguarded against both internal and 
external accessibility. 

IV. KEY ISSUES IN SMART HOME SECURITY AND PRIVACY 

Authentication is the process of confirming the integrity of 
data and establishing its origin from the stated sender. Non-
repudiation, which refers to the prevention of a sender denying 
the act of sending a message, is occasionally regarded as a 
distinct concept. However, we incorporate it within the scope 
of authentication. Access enables only authorized users to 
access data, communications infrastructure, and computer 
resources and does not prevent them. According to the most 
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recent study by the UK Department for Business conducted in 
2015, there has been an increase in security breaches. In 2015, 
90% of major enterprises and 74% of small firms had cyber 
intrusions, compared to 81% and an unspecified percentage in 
2014. This indicates a year-on-year growth rate of 14%. At the 
same time as cybersecurity is improving, cybercrime is 
growing in scope, severity, and sophistication [30, 31]. 
Automated methods that are both trustworthy and easy to use 
are essential for smart home network administration so that 
homeowners may safely control their systems. The risks to 
privacy and security posed by the Smart Home would certainly 
exceed its benefits without such technologies. 

A. Threats 

While the Smart Home presents a unique setting, the 
general characteristics of security risks are comparable to those 
seen in other domains. Confidentiality risks refer to situations 
where sensitive information is unintentionally disclosed. As 
one illustration, confidentiality breaches in-home monitoring 
systems can result in the inadvertent disclosure of sensitive 
medical data. Even seemingly harmless information, like the 
inside temperature and details about the air conditioning 
system, might be utilized to ascertain if a residence is now 
occupied or vacant, leading to a theft. The compromise of 
confidentiality in items such as keys and passwords will result 
in the emergence of unauthorized system access risks [4]. 

Authentication attacks can compromise sensing or control 
data. Unauthenticated system status signals may trick a house 
controller into opening doors and windows for an emergency 
evacuation when they enable unlawful entrance. Later, 
automatic software upgrades might cause issues if not 
authorized [5]. 

The most substantial dangers are those related to access to 
the system. Unauthorized administrator access to a system 
controller renders the whole system vulnerable. Using incorrect 
passwords, crucial management, or unapproved equipment 
might cause this. Even without oversight, an illegal network 
connection might steal bandwidth or deny access to legitimate 
users. Many Smart Home gadgets are battery-operated and 
wirelessly networked with a limited operational duty cycle; 
thus, flooding a network with requests may cause energy 
depletion attacks—denial of service [6]. 

B. Vulnerabilities 

The accessibility of networked systems is a significant risk 
of vulnerability. Due to their Internet connectivity, current 
Smart Home systems are susceptible to remote assaults, which 
may occur by direct access to networked control interfaces or 
installing malware. The question of physical accessibility to the 
system is also a concern. Wireless and power-line carrier 
technologies provide physical access to the networks from 
outside the home, even if the house is securely closed [11]. 

The vulnerability at hand pertains to the limitation of 
system resources. Resource constraints are the following 
vulnerability. Small 8-bit microcontrollers with low computing 
and storage capabilities have constrained device controllers' 

capacity to implement advanced security methods. Various 
manufacturers' devices have different networking and software 
update protocols. Devices require more excellent software, 
operating systems, and security documentation [12]. 

Another problem is updated firmware. Very few smart 
home equipment provides frequent software updates to address 
security flaws. One assumes that there needs to be more 
motivation to constantly modify software to keep ahead of 
security risks for low-cost devices. Slow standardization is a 
weakness. While specific proprietary systems, such as a health 
monitoring subsystem, may have well-designed standards-
compliant security, most existing Smart Home gadgets use few 
security measures [13]. The most serious risk is a need for 
more specialized security personnel capable of managing the 
intricacies of a Smart Home network. Most homeowners need 
help to afford continuous professional support for managing 
their home network. Instead, novice homeowners must be able 
to self-manage their systems safely and securely. 

C. Smart Home Elements 

The smart home components, sometimes referred to as 
nodes, are categorized into the following three groups [14]: 

Physical nodes include entities or objects capable of 
interacting with the environment and supplying resources. 
Examples include sensors, actuators, smart fridges, microwave 
ovens, light bulbs, cameras, and doorbells. 

Application nodes refer to the resources given by physical 
nodes used to provide consumer services. 

Intermediate or intermediary nodes are situated between 
physical and application nodes. They establish connections 
across many distinct networks and facilitate data routing, 
functioning similarly to a bridge or gateway. 

As shown in Fig. 3, the application layer consists of 
application nodes that provide end-user services. The 
middleware layer consists of intermediate nodes to maintain 
connectivity and interoperability within the smart home 
system. The network layer provides communication and data 
transfer between nodes. Finally, the physical layer consists of 
smart devices. 

 
Fig. 3. Architectural model and smart home elements. 
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V. PROPOSED SYSTEM SCHEME 

This section provides an overview of the specific smart 
house model that is the main focus of this research work. It 
also presents a comprehensive explanation of all possible 
situations that may be encountered in this smart home system 
(SHS). This SH model is constructed using situations outlined 
in the literature research. This model exemplifies a smart home 
system incorporating various users and gadgets, as indicated by 
individuals in prior research. 

 

Fig. 4. Proposed model. 

Fig. 4 illustrates a prototype of a multi-user smart house 
fitted with various gadgets. In a multi-user, multi-device smart 
home system situation, it is often observed that there are 
typically several users and devices present. Devices located in 
multiple home regions are assigned distinct degrees of 
significance. For instance, the living room and guest room are 
seen to be more easily accessible. Therefore, they possess a 
comparatively diminished degree of importance compared to 
those in the bedroom. 

There is no universally standardized categorization system 
for various categories of consumers. This research first 
examines the individual responsible for overseeing the whole 
SHS. A genuine social support network encompasses a 
collective of individuals, including parents, spouses, and 
partners. The regular user’s category consists of those 
authorized to use SHS, including roommates, friends, and 
classmates. Under extraordinary circumstances, some chronic 
users possess complete mastery of specific technologies. 

An illustrative instance is when a child can operate a smart 
light but is prohibited from using a smart kettle. Based on the 
user study conducted in an SHS, all participants are considered 
valid users who need interaction with smart gadgets. 
Additionally, those who are uninvited or unauthorized are 
prohibited from accessing the devices. 

Attentive users may have noticed that the owner, as 
described in this research, refers to a collective entity assuming 
full authority over the SHS. Nevertheless, a joint 
characterization of an intelligent homeowner in contemporary 
platforms, particularly in some single-owner systems, is an 

individual with smart gadgets. Consequently, the presence of a 
single owner with exclusive administrative control over 
devices could be more practical within the context of a smart 
home setting. One of the interview outcomes suggests that 
some consumers anticipate the presence of numerous owners in 
smart homes. Therefore, this research considers "owners" to 
include all intelligent householders. Additional reasons will be 
shown while implementing user roles in this project. Thus, in 
the subsequent chapters, the term "the owner" denotes 
explicitly those who have authority over the SHS rather than 
the devices themselves. It is essential to mention that the 
questioned users are all smart homeowners. When referring to 
interviewed consumers in the following parts, it pertains only 
to intelligent householders. 

Guests must have access to specific household equipment 
and services. Nevertheless, as per the feedback from the 
questioned consumers, this access is often transient. Interviews 
reveal that the duration of smart device use by visitors might 
vary from a few minutes to several hours or even extend to 
multiple days. For instance, equipment installers may need a 
substantial amount of time to get approval for debugging. 
Another instance may be acquaintances requiring many hours 
of consent to access entertainment devices and several days of 
approval to manage utilities, such as lights, in the guest room. 
The provision of temporary access necessitates the 
implementation of a time constraint, as recommended by the 
users interviewed. 

Consequently, consumers may be categorized as short-term 
or temporary users and long-term users, depending on the 
duration of their use lies in their possession of administrative 
privileges. 

Access to some features of devices in other rooms, such as 
smart door locks, is restricted to specified individuals only with 
the owner's permission. Users have also identified geography 
as a limiting factor. A secondary school is anticipated to limit 
access depending on the user's location. Non-family members 
are restricted from accessing devices located outside the home. 
They can only interact with equipment inside the Smart Home 
System (SHS) connected to the same Wireless Local Area 
Network (WLAN). 

In conclusion, the owner should possess unrestricted 
access, while others may have permanent or temporary access. 
Regarding location restrictions, it is recommended that the 
owner has both remote and local access. At the same time, 
other individuals are only able to use the devices while they are 
physically present in the SHS [7]. Regarding their degree of 
authorization, it differs across users: 

The owner has unequivocal authority over all devices 
inside this SHS. 

Users control just some of the fundamental operations of 
some appliances, such as the switching functionality. The 
distinction between users and owners. 

In addition, a police officer may sometimes seek temporary 
authorization to access a smart house's exterior security 
cameras or door locks. Also, those who are temporarily 
departing from the city or nation may want remote connectivity 
to their smart home. 
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VI. NETWORK DESIGN AND CONFIGURATION 

The proposed framework and configuration with operation 
are shown in Fig. 5. We aim to create and set up a next-
generation access control-based home network framework that 
is accessible and more secure. In this model, we implement the 
Telnet and SSH technique with extended ACL for authorized 
remote access. Also, configure IPSec and VPN secure 
technique for encrypted data transmitted from server to smart 
home user. The main focus is on improving security and 
performance for multimedia applications. 

 

Fig. 5. Experimental setup of the smart home network. 

We explain our setup objectives for the given network 
architecture as follows: 

Enables all devices connected to the home network to 
establish outgoing connections to the Internet. 

Enables approved hosts on the Internet to have inbound 
access to the IoT server. 

It prohibits any external hosts from accessing other hosts 
inside the home network. 

The IoT server is restricted from accessing other hosts 
inside the inner subnet, except for necessary hosts like the IoT 
devices or the DNS server. 

 
Fig. 6. Home gateway setup. 

First, we set the home gateway router at a 2.4 GHz wireless 
channel with a 250-meter range, shown in Fig. 6. Also, set the 
WPA2-PSK authentication key with AES encryption for secure 
data transmission. Then, wirelessly connect all IoT-enabled 
smart devices with the home gateway router and wire through 
the MCU controller. IoT devices are connected wirelessly 
using a WPA2-PSK authentication key with a dynamically 

assigned IP address, shown in Fig. 7. All connected IoT 
devices with the core home gateway network are shown in Fig. 
8. Fig. 9 shows the conditions of IoT devices for automation. 

 
Fig. 7. Assigned IP address. 

 
Fig. 8. IoT device wireless connection. 

 

Fig. 9. IoT device condition for automation. 

A. Configuration 

Our proposed network model enables telnet and SSH 
techniques for remotely accessing the core client-server smart 
home network. Telnet is a text-oriented network 
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communication protocol that uses a virtual terminal connection 
and provides clients with a dual peer-to-peer interaction 
system. Over the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), client 
data is interpolated in-band with telnet control information 
remotely. SSH is a commonly used network protocol for 
remote access and management of devices. It is the leading 
web protocol for accessing network hardware and servers. It 
makes networked computer logins simpler and allows remote 
command execution. SSH transmission is encrypted, 
preventing hacking of passwords, trafficking, and snooping. 

Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) allows secure 
communications between devices via IP networks, primarily on 
the public internet. This network protocol suite provides packet 
encryption and source authentication. IPsec VPN solutions 
utilize IPsec to build VPN connections because it protects IP 
network traffic. IPsec is a security standard that uses strong 
ciphers, algorithms, TLS authentication, MitM protection, and 
Perfect Forward Secrecy to secure private network 
communications, protect web traffic, and ensure IP packet 
integrity. The IPsec protocols are: 

1) Authenticating Headers (AH): It verifies packet origin 

and integrity, not encrypts. The Authentication Header 

encapsulates and checks packet integrity using 

MD5/SHAxxxx before sending data to the destination router. 

After arrival, the router decapsulates and verifies integrity. 

2) Encapsulating Security Protocol (ESP): Packing 

Security ESPIPsec protocol component ESP maintains 

payload data integrity and encryption, like the Security 

Authentication Header. The IP header of the ESP packet is 

neither encrypted nor protected. Therefore, it may be changed 

during transit, enabling NAT bypass. Tunnelling is typical 

ESP. 

3) Security Association (SA): The Internet Security 

Association AND Key Management Protocol ISAKMP 

formed Security Associations. Two stages are involved. 

The initial phase constructs the IKE SA two-way key 
exchange tunnel. Step 2 creates IPSEC SA channels for secure 
data transmission after the conversation. Both hosts pre-agreed 
on this one-way IPsec VPN tunnel's encryption, method, and 
key. 

Phase 2 IPsec VPN tunnels need two IPSEC SAs—IN and 
OUT. Most ISAKMP settings are manual (PSK, IKEv1, 
IKEv2) or dynamic (IKEv2). 

Based on the provided network architecture, our 
configuration criterions are outlined below: 

Criterion 1: Allow all in-house all users access to the smart 
home network, and user 3 allows for partial control of some 
home devices except users 1 and 2. 

Criterion 2: Only authorized users can access the smart 
home network and IoT server through Telnet and SSH with 
extended inbound access control. 

Criterion 3: Configure IPsec and VPN to secure data with 
an encrypted connection between the user and the smart home 
device over a public network. 

VII. RESULT 

We have implemented an extended ACL policy to the 
home gateway router internal interface FastEthernet 1/0 to 
manage internal network access as per criterion 1. The ACL 
configuration policy is presented in Fig. 10. 

 
Fig. 10. Extended ACL policy for criterion 1. 

Furthermore, by implementing this policy on the external 
interface of the home gateway router, we successfully fulfil our 
objective of effectively managing outgoing traffic while 
maintaining control. 

Now, we configure Telnet and SSH on the home gateway 
router so the user can access and manage it remotely using an 
SSH client on the user's device show in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. 
Using the 'crypto key generate RSA' command, a crypto key is 
generated to maintain a secure SSH connection. 

 
Fig. 11. Telnet activation on home gateway router. 

 

Fig. 12. SSH activation on home gateway router. 

Only Remote Host 1 can access the Home-Gateway 
network by Telnet and SSH. Remote Hosts 2 and 3 cannot 
access the smart home network remotely. We implement and 
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configure extended inbound ACL at the home gateway router 
interface FastEthernet 0/0 to manage external user network 
access as per criterion 2, shown in the Fig. 13. 

 

Fig. 13. Configure ACL for remote user access by telnet and SSH. 

Remote Host 1, User 1, 2, 4, 6, & 8 can control all IoT 
devices of the smart home, and another user cannot control all 
IoT devices except IoT-2, 4, and 5. We configured extended 
ACL policy to the 3 & 4 router's interface FastEthernet 1/0 and 
4/0 to manage internal IoT device access as required shown in 
Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. We successfully fulfil our objective of 
effectively managing incoming traffic while maintaining 
control. 

 

Fig. 14. Configure ACL for remote user control IoT devices. 

 

Fig. 15. Configure ACL for user control IoT devices. 

To establish the first connection with the IoT Server 
(192.168.25.1) and monitor the linked home application (IoT 
Devices), the home user computer and device will submit an 
HTTP request to the IoT server and verify the receipt of an 
HTTP response. The browser displays the home page of the 

IoT server, which requires the user to log in as an administrator 
using their admin name and Password. This procedure is 
effectively completed, as seen in Fig. 16. 

 
Fig. 16. IoT server login. 

Verified the following requirements: remote Host 1, User 1, 
2, 4, 6, and 8 can control all IoT devices of the smart home, 
and another user cannot control all IoT devices except IoT-2, 4, 
and 5 are shown in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18. 

 
Fig. 17. User access the IoT server. 

 
Fig. 18. Remote user access the network by telnet and SSH. 

The IPSec for VPN Configuration involves configuring the 
ISAKMP Policy. We make this arrangement to facilitate Phase 
1 discussions. To do this, we will use the "crypto isakmp 
policy" command with a priority value of 1. The priority 
number identifies the policy and indicates its degree of priority. 
A lower numerical priority corresponds to a greater level of 
importance. According to this policy, we shall establish the 
specific protocols for encryption, hashing, authentication, and 
group procedures. Our encryption technology is AES. We can 
also use DES, 3DES, AES-192, and AES-256 encryption 
algorithms. The hashing algorithm we use is MD5. Another 
alternative might be the use of SHA hashing. We used a pre-
shared authentication mechanism. 
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Additionally, we may use the rsa-sig and crack techniques. 
We used group 10 as the crypto isakmp policy group. 
Additional Diffie-Hellman groups are accessible at this 
location. We will establish a pre-shared key to authenticate 
communication between two peers. We will verify the pre-
shared key by associating it with the IP address of the remote 
tunnel endpoint. Router4 will use this pre-shared key to 
authenticate when establishing a VPN Tunnel with the home 
gateway Router. The pre-shared key must be exact at the other 
end. The pre-shared key we are using is "OurKey", and the IP 
address of the remote tunnel is 20.20.20.2 and 10.10.10.2. We 
will establish the method for safeguarding the communication 
using the "crypto ipsec transform-set" command, specifying the 
name of the transform set shown in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20. In this 
context, we shall use AES as an encryption algorithm and MD5 
as a hashing algorithm. 

 
Fig. 19. Configure IPSec and VPN in outer router 4. 

 
Fig. 20. Configure IPSec and VPN in core home gateway router. 

Identification and validity of IPSec VPN devices and data 
packets are verified via authentication are shown in Fig. 21 and 
Fig. 22. 

 
Fig. 21. Verified IPSec and VPN in outer router 4. 

 
Fig. 22. Verified IPSec and VPN in core home gateway router. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The smart home automation system, which has a secure 
network architecture and thorough authentication, significantly 
improves security. This technology efficiently safeguards smart 
homes against unwanted access and other security 
vulnerabilities. The suggested system can regulate domestic 
appliances, oversee environmental conditions, and 
detect unwanted access. The system employs a secure network 
architecture with an Access Control List (ACL) and robust 
authentication mechanisms to safeguard against illegal entry. 
The Next Generation Access Control (NGAC) approach, which 
works with Telnet, SSH, IPSec, and VPN to detect 
unauthorized access and mitigate security issues, enhances 
security by identifying and addressing unwanted access and 
security concerns. The system's usefulness is confirmed via 
simulation, showcasing its efficacy in improving security. 

In the future, we will validate our proposed model by 
hardware implementation with enhanced capabilities to detect 
and counter intricate cyberattacks by developing advanced 
methods. In addition, we guarantee the implementation of 
robust measures for safeguarding user privacy, including 
secure data storage, transfer, and access control. 

The study proves that the suggested smart home automation 
system may enhance security in smart houses. This 
contribution is crucial in smart home technologies since 
security is paramount for several prospective consumers. 
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